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Fundamental String moving near AdS BH horizon

= Dynamics of “quark-anti quark pair” at finite temperature

 String motion become chaotic due to BH gravity

⇔ Force between the quarks becomes chaotic when T ≠ 0.

 Lyapunov exponent 𝜆 is smaller than surface gravity 𝜅

Maldacena ‘98

Rey & Yee ‘98

Setup:

Results:

[Maldacena-Shenker-Stanford '15]
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CLASSICAL CHAOS

Diagnostics of classical chaos

• Poincaré plot 

= Section of orbits in phase space

non-chaotic  regular shaped plot

chaotic         scattered plot

• Lyapunov exponent 𝜆 = Separation growth rate of nearby orbits
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We will focus on the string motion for a while.



Three shapes of static Nambu-Goto string in AdS
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“Square-shaped string” approximation
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“Square-shaped string” approximation
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String tension

 Linear potential

Gravitation



“Square-shaped string” approximation
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When the string is on the potential maximum near horizon,

⇒

⇒
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Perturbative string motion

Truncate (l) up to lowest 2 modes 

Then expand     up to 3rd order in ci(t)

ex.) For r0 = 1.1 rH ,
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Perturbative string motion

Truncate (l) up to lowest 2 modes 

Then expand     up to 3rd order in ci(t)

ex.) For r0 = 1.1 rH ,

Poincaré plot

• Chaotic (scattered plot) in 

near-horizon region 

• λ ~ 0.04×2πT / ℏ
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Chaos Bound for AdS String

Nonlinear dynamics of string

//

⊥
Shake the string end points

by amplitude 

 Nonlinear string motion

Shake the quark－quark pair

 Nonlinear flux tube dynamics
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Chaos Bound for AdS String

Nonlinear dynamics of string for slightly different

//

⊥
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Chaos Bound for AdS String

Nonlinear dynamics of string for slightly different

//

⊥
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Chaos Bound for AdS String

Nonlinear dynamics of string for slightly different

//

⊥

String position difference

|δ (t)|
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Chaos Bound for AdS String

Nonlinear dynamics of string for slightly different

//

⊥

Inter-quark force
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[Ishii, Murata ‘15]

Cusp formation on the string
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Chaos Bound for AdS String

Nonlinear dynamics of string for slightly different

//

⊥
When the string is

not close to the horizon,

|δ (t)|

λ grows just by power-law, 

not exponentially.
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 We study effect of temperature to chaos in classical gravity.

 To probe effect of 𝜅, we look at trajectories very close to BH.

Use BH surface gravity                            instead.

 Motivation:

A bound on chaos in QFT at temperature T :

[Maldacena-Shenker-Stanford '15]

 Probing the effect of temperature T to chaos in QFT.



 To realize a particle moving very close to BH horizon,

1. put a particle in a trapping harmonic potential
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( no chaos)

2. take it close to a BH horizon

r

r

θ

Chaos Bound for Particle near BH
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2. take it close to a BH horizon

Gravity Potential force

Total potential

for particle

r

r0

Chaos Bound for Particle near BH

r0

Top view:

r

: Lyapunov exponent
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• Slow radial velocity near r = r0

• Linear approximation for V(r) ~ (slope) ⨉ (r − rhorizon)

• Near-horizon limit r0 → rhorizon

Gravity Potential V(r) r

r0

Chaos Bound for Particle near BH
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• Slow radial velocity near r = r0

• Linear approximation for V(r) ~ (slope) ⨉ (r − rhorizon)

• Near-horizon limit r0 → rhorizon

Chaos Bound for Particle near BH

r0

Head-on view:

r

Lyapunov exponent

 A generic trajectory obeys 
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Chaos Bound for Particle near BH

Top view:

r

: Lyapunov exponent

Particle in harmonic potential near a BH

r



Poincaré plot at

Regular KAM tori, no chaos

Particle near Potential Minimum Particle near BH Horizon

Lyapunov exponent   𝜆 ~  0.2 𝜅

Satisfies the bound  𝜆 ≤ 𝜅



Numerical check

Particle near Potential Minimum Particle near BH Horizon



Chaos Bound for AdS String

Fundamental string in AdS = “quark-anti quark pair”
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Gravity r

r0

r0

Potential V(r)

Gravity String tension

Maldacena ‘98

Rey & Yee ‘98




